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the blackmagic ursa mini 4.6k is a small, lightweight, professional-quality cinema camera perfect for videography, large-scale film production, and even for handheld video. built-in hardware pan and tilt capability makes shooting panoramas, tilt-shift videos, and 360-degree videos simple and fun. the ursa mini works with the blackmagic ursa 4.6k mini profile, so you can easily switch between the ursa mini and the ursa
4.6k mini profile camera. the ursa mini 4.6k has a new af system and a high-resolution imaging sensor with high frame rates and improved color accuracy. one touch operation -one touch zoom in and zoom out- one touch zoom in and zoom out is most convenient for video production. while in movi.e, you can zoom-in, zoom-out and even move the camera to control the distance with just one touch. this camera is built on
a 16mp compact full-frame sensor with wide dynamic range and good high iso performance. another 4k 30fps video recording ability, you can record a great high-resolution video in the sports, nature and travel way. the cyber-shot hs20 has a 3inch lcd which attaches to the back of the camera and has a 2.1 megapixel cmos sensor that makes it ideal for shooting hd pictures and video. the hs20 also has an automatic blur
control mode so you can record sharp images in any lighting condition. the link ultra video hub lets you capture high definition (hd) video and images with your macbook and take full advantage of your macbook's superior display and connectivity. the vga (video graphics array) connector permits you to connect up to four (4) peripherals, including the cyber-shot camera, with no additional cables, connectors, or adapters.

the unique easy-to-use interface lets you connect and manage all your apple devices simultaneously using a single usb port.
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the blackmagic pocket cinema camera 6k g2 is an advanced technology, handheld 6k digital film camera
with 6144x3456 super35 high resolution hdr sensor, dual native iso, ef lens mount and direct recording to

usb-c disks! this powerful model adds an adjustable hdr touchscreen, and a larger battery for longer
runtime. youcan even add an optional oled viewfinder! the blackmagic pocket cinema camera proevf is
the perfect accessory to make outdoors and handheld shooting easy! youget ahigh quality viewfinder

with built in proximity sensor, 4element glass diopter with an incredible -4to+4 adjustment, built in status
information, and adigital focus chart. thepocket cinema camera proevf connects quickly to the

blackmagic pocket cinema camera 6kpro via asingle connector. theviewfinder has upto 70degree swivel,
and comes with aset of 4eyecups including left andrighteye. advance audio/video privacy toggle switch
advance toggle audio/video privacy switch for the webcam when not in use, and it is perfect to provide
privacy, security and peace of mind to individuals, groups, organizations, companies and governments.

the webcam comes with a tripod mount, convenient for you to place the computer camera. the
blackmagic pocket cinema camera 6kpro is an advanced technology, handheld 6k digital film camera

with 6144x3456 super35 high resolution hdr sensor, dual native iso, eflens mount and direct recording to
usbc disks! this powerful model adds an adjustable hdr touchscreen, built in ndfilters, and a larger

battery for longer runtime. youcan even add an optionaloledviewfinder! 5ec8ef588b
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